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Hydrocarbon Production Update: Colombia, Brazil, Mexico 
and Venezuela
By Miranda Wainberg*

Oil and gas production trends have varied widely among Latin American countries over the five year 
period 2005 through 2009. See Figures 1 & 2. Colombia and Brazil have registered positive produc-
tion growth while Argentina, Mexico and Venezuela 
are continuing to struggle with production declines 
in oil, natural gas or both. These varied results are 
linked to the “commercial frameworks” for hydro-
carbon sector investment in each country, e.g., the 
policies and regulations associated with hydrocar-
bon sector organization and governance; national 
oil company organization and governance; fiscal 
regime design and regulatory practices and quality.1 

Colombia: Positive Transformation

In 2003 foreign direct investment in Colombia’s 
hydrocarbon sector had dropped to about $300 million 
from $1.4 billion in 2000;2 production and reserves con-
tinued to decline and Colombia was in danger of losing 
its self-sufficiency in oil production as well as its oil 
exporting status. The hydrocarbon sector was plagued 
by continuing guerilla attacks. Only 15 percent of the 
country’s sedimentary basins had been explored.

By the end of 2009, Colombia saw its oil and gas 
production grow by 24% and 57%, respectively, from 
2005 to 2009.3  In 2008, 86 companies were operating in Colombia’s hydrocarbon sector and foreign 
direct investment in the sector grew from US$278 million in 2003 to US$3.4 billion in 2008.4  Capital 
expenditures by Colombia’s national oil company, Ecopetrol, increased from US$617 million in 2004 to 
close to US$3 billion in 2008.5 

What occasioned this remarkable turnaround?  In 2003 the Colombian government embarked on a 
major restructuring of its hydrocarbon sector commercial frameworks, particularly in the areas of sec-
tor organization and public governance; corporate governance of Ecopetrol; fiscal regime redesign and 
regulatory regime redesign.

An independent upstream regulatory agency, the National Hydrocarbons Agency (ANH), was created to 
manage exploration bidding rounds and associated contracts. Private companies were no longer required 
to partner with Ecopetrol and Ecopetrol had to compete with private companies in ANH exploration bid-
ding rounds. The fiscal regime was revised and made Colombia one of the most attractive hydrocarbon 
investment areas in Latin America in terms of prospectivity and contractual terms.6 With the assistance of 
the military, the Colombian government made significant improvements in hydrocarbon sector security.7

Ecopetrol was transformed from a wholly state-owned entity to a mixed economy company, which in-
corporates private capital of 10% of the total.8  The company’s commercial focus was sharpened with the 
transfer of regulatory responsibilities to the ANH. As a mixed economy company, Ecopetrol was allowed 
to separate its investment budget from Colombia’s national investment budget and national limits on its 
debt issuance were removed. The Colombian government assumed responsibility for refunding to refin-
ers gasoline and diesel price subsidies, relieving Ecopetrol of  about a US$10 billion burden annually.

Challenges remain for Colombia and Ecopetrol, especially in the areas of reserve replacement, re-
gional hydrocarbon revenue management, security in frontier areas and the timely refund of price subsi-
dies. Nevertheless, the transformation begun in 2003, if it continues, could serve as an example for other 
governments and national oil companies. 

Brazil: Strong Performer Facing Challenges

Brazil is currently the third largest oil producer in Latin America, behind Mex-
ico and Venezuela. Brazil has made strong gains in oil production and, to a lesser 
extent, in natural gas production, in contrast to the declining BOE production 
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 See footnotes at end of text.
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Figure 2. Gas Production (MMCF/day)
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experienced by Mexico and Venezuela from 2005 to 2009. The country’s oil production exceeded con-
sumption in 2009 and Brazil is expected to assume export status for both oil and natural gas as its huge 
pre-salt fields undergo development and exploitation.

However, Brazil and its national oil company, Petrobras, have not always been significant oil and gas 
producers.  In the early 1990s, Petrobras, in addition to lackluster upstream performance, faced signifi-
cant financial difficulties and became increasingly reliant on funding from Brazil’s already overburdened 
treasury for its exploration and production program.9 As a result, in 1995 the Brazilian government intro-
duced major reforms in the areas of hydrocarbon sector organization and governance; Petrobras corpo-
rate organization and governance; fiscal regimes and regulatory structures. The 1995 reforms provided 
the initial platform that would propel Brazil’s and Petrobras’ strong oil and gas production and reserve 
growth going forward and served as an example for other countries, most notably Colombia.

Brazil’s 1995 hydrocarbon sector reforms included: (1) the loss of Petrobras’ hydrocarbon sector 
monopoly and the introduction of private company competition into all sectors, including the politically 
sensitive upstream; (2) the establishment of an independent upstream regulatory agency, the ANP, to 
manage exploration bidding rounds and associated contracts, relieving Petrobras of these non-com-
mercial responsibilities; (3) removal of the requirement for private companies to partner with Petrobras 
in exploration, and (4) the partial privatization of Petrobras to increase access to international capital 
markets for investment funds and to subject the company to increased market scrutiny and discipline, 
thereby compelling improved management performance.  Brazilian government voting ownership of the 
company was reduced from 82 percent to 56 percent. 

Today Petrobras is an integrated oil and gas company that is the largest corporation in Brazil and one 
of the largest companies in Latin America in terms of revenues.  It is active in 23 countries with a focus 
on Latin America.  The company is internationally renowned for its innovation and expertise in deep and 
ultra-deep water exploration and production.10 

However, Brazil and Petrobras are not without significant challenges and substantial business, execu-
tion and financial risks going forward. Pre-salt exploration and development is unknown, technologi-
cally complex and very expensive.  Petrobras will have to manage a ramp up in capital expenditures and 
activity of a magnitude it has not had to deal with previously in an environment where it may face ser-
vices and human resources shortages.  As a result of the pre-salt discoveries, the Brazilian government 
is implementing major changes to the country’s hydrocarbon sector organization and governance, some 
of which are reversing parts of the 1995 reforms and are increasing government influence in the sector.11  
These changes could increase the complexity and uncertainty of Petrobras’ and Brazil’s future operating 
environment and could make Brazil’s hydrocarbon sector less attractive to private capital.

Mexico: At a Crossroads

In 2004, Mexico ranked third in crude oil production.  By 2009 the country had fallen to seventh 
place. Oil production declined 21% from 2005 to 2009.  Although natural gas production increased 29% 
from 2005 to 2009, Mexico has continued to be a net natural gas importer since 1999.12 The declining oil 
and gas production performance of Mexico and its national oil company, Pemex, is linked to the coun-
try’s commercial frameworks relating primarily to hydrocarbon sector organization and governance; 
Pemex corporate organization and governance and the fiscal regime for Pemex.

Mexico’s hydrocarbon sector organization and governance has had a strong impact on recent Pemex 
production performance. Since 1938 the Mexican Constitution has granted a monopoly to Pemex with 
respect to oil and gas exploration and production. As a result, private companies and non-Mexican na-
tional oil companies are prohibited from undertaking exploration and production activities in Mexico 
on an equity basis.13 This constitutional provision has shielded Pemex from competitive pressures that 
typically impel improvements in a company’s operating practices. In addition, it has deprived Pemex of 
access to advanced technologies and world class management practices through partnerships and/or joint 
ventures with third parties in Mexico.14 As Pemex moves to increasingly complex geologies and frontier 
areas like the deep water Gulf of Mexico in order to reverse declining production, this lack of access to 
world class technologies and management practices becomes a serious obstacle to success.

With respect to Pemex’s organization, the company is a 100% state-owned “decentralized entity” of 
the Mexican government instead of an independent commercial entity. As such, the company has his-
torically been managed as a government bureaucracy subject to standard government agency operating 
practices in areas such as procurement of goods and services that have been burdensome and inappropri-
ate for an oil and gas company. In addition, Pemex’s annual capital budget is part of Mexico’s national 
budget and must be approved by the Mexican Congress.  The company must compete with other social 
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and economic programs for funding and the level of approved funding historically has led to underin-
vestment in oil and gas activities, contributing to the recent production declines. Historically the corpo-
rate governance of Pemex has been opaque and highly politicized thereby blurring management account-
ability for results. Multiple government agencies are involved in approving certain Pemex activities and 
the President of Mexico appoints ten of the fifteen members of the Board of Directors, historically other 
cabinet officials, as well as the Director General of Pemex.  

Pemex has been subjected to an onerous fiscal regime which has led to underinvestment in oil and 
gas exploration and production, contributing to recent production declines. The Mexican government 
relies on taxes and dividends paid by Pemex for about 40% of its public revenue and in some years the 
company has paid up to 90% of its pre-tax profit in taxes and dividends. The company’s free cash flow is 
not sufficient to fund its capital program and, as a result, its debt level has soared. Pemex’s access to in-
ternational debt markets is increasingly predicated on presumed “extraordinary support” by the Mexican 
government if a crisis should occur.15

The Mexican government has tried to address some of these issues in the past without changing the 
constitution or the basic organization of the hydrocarbon sector and Pemex, most notably the multiple 
service contract structure for non-associated gas exploration by third parties and intermittent tax relief 
for Pemex. After seven grueling months of debate the latest reform package was finalized in fall 2008.  
This package consisted of a number of laws and revisions geared toward facilitating PEMEX investment, 
gradually integrating some modicum of upstream competition through a restructured service contract, 
and providing some upstream oversight through the new National Hydrocarbons Commission (CNH). 
The reforms also targeted improved corporate governance of Pemex through the appointment of inde-
pendent directors; improving Board of Directors oversight of key operating and financial areas; relieving 
the company of inappropriate government procurement practices and offering Pemex “citizen’s bonds” 
to Mexican citizens in an effort to subject the company to some level of market discipline. The reform 
also included a special tax regime with lower tax rates and higher limits on permitted deductions for 
Chicontepec and deep water prospects.  Key questions relative to the effort reform are:16

• Will the 2008 energy reform prevent the rapid decline in oil production?
• Can the new model service contracts for exploration and production attract the interest of interna-

tional oil companies, non-Mexican national oil companies or other private companies?
• Will this new legal framework for the oil industry and the participation of new regulatory agencies 

facilitate the introduction of further and deeper reforms in the future?

Venezuela: Major Hurdles

Venezuela has the Western Hemisphere’s largest conventional proven oil reserves at 172 billion bar-
rels as of year-end 2009.  Much of Venezuela’s resource endowment consists of substantial extra-heavy 
crude oil and bitumen deposits, most of which are situated in the Orinoco Belt located in Central Venezu-
ela. Despite its exceptional resource endowment, Venezuelan oil production declined 17% from 2005 to 
2009 and natural gas production remained essentially flat. The declining oil production performance of 
Venezuela and its national oil company, PdVSA, is linked to changes the President Chavez administra-
tion has made in hydrocarbon sector organization and governance; PdVSA corporate organization and 
governance; fiscal regime design and regulatory quality. 

In 2005 a new Organic Hydrocarbons Law was enacted in Venezuela which required private compa-
nies operating under service agreements contracted with PdVSA in the 1990s to transition to new part-
nerships with PdVSA pursuant to terms that increased PdVSA’s equity interest and operational control 
in the projects and increased the government’s share of the projects’ profits. All the private companies 
except ConocoPhillips and Exxon Mobil transitioned to the new partnership arrangements.17  In addition, 
tax rates on oil projects were raised four times since 2004 for oil projects. As a result, although most 
private investors already in Venezuela remained in Venezuela, the changes in hydrocarbon sector organi-
zation and the fiscal regime discouraged new investments and new investors, contributing to the decline 
in oil production. Venezuela ranked third highest in the Fraser Institute 2009 Global Petroleum Survey  
for the number of negative factors serving as a deterrent to upstream investment.

The President Chavez regime also made significant changes in PdVSA organization, governance and 
regulation. PdVSA was once a model for other national oil companies with respect to value creation, 
managerial and technical competence, commercial relationships and partnerships and government non-
interference in commercial matters. In 2003 PdVSA was restructured and 18,300 employees, close to 25 
percent of its workforce, primarily those with top management and engineering capabilities, were fired. 
PdVSA’s operations are now more closely supervised by Venezuela’s Ministry of Energy and Petroleum 
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and the Minister now serves as the President of PdVSA.  The members of the Board of Directors are 
appointed by Presidential Decree and can be reappointed indefinitely until removed by the President of 
Venezuela. The transformation of PdVSA into an organ of the state with the resulting loss of organiza-
tional efficiency and effectiveness also contributed to declining oil production.

In 2008 the Venezuelan government changed PdVSA’s charter and mission statement to allow it to 
participate in any industry that could contribute to social development, including health care, education 
and agriculture.18  These “non-commercial, non-oil related” obligations are estimated in PdVSA’s 2008 
annual report to be on the order of $14 billion annually.  As a result of these non-commercial obligations 
as well as the high level of taxes paid by PdVSA to the Venezuelan government which constitute about 
50% of the public budget, has led to underinvestment by the company in the hydrocarbon sector in recent 
years, also contributing to the decline in oil production. 

Since the fiscal burdens on PdVSA are unlikely to change while President Chavez remains in office, 
medium to long term production growth will have to come from private company investment. Recogniz-
ing this fact, Venezuela auctioned Orinoco heavy oil blocks to foreign investors under softened fiscal 
terms in 2009-2010. The U.S. Geological Survey has estimated recoverable reserves of 513 billion bar-
rels in Orinoco, double Saudi Arabia.19 Consortia led by Repsol, Chevron, ENI and Gazprom, in part-
nership with PdVSA (60%), bid up to $US80 billion on Orinoco blocks Carabobo and Junin in 2010.20  
The size and attractiveness of the Orinoco “prize” appeared to trump Venezuela’s negative investment 
climate. The development of the Junin and Carabobo blocks will be extremely demanding and will re-
quire unprecedented investments, technology deployment and coordination between the companies and 
Venezuelan authorities.21  It remains to be seen if such a challenging project can be successfully imple-
mented in Venezuela given its hostile political environment and PdVSA’s diminished capacity. 
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Special OFID/IAEE Support Fund For Students From Developing Countries

IAEE is pleased to announce the continuation of a special program which offers support to students from developing 
countries to participate in four of the Association’s conferences in 2011.  This program is generously underwritten by the 
OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID) and the International Association for Energy Economics.  The support 
will consist of a cash stipend of up to $1500.00 plus waiver of conference registration fees for a limited number of eligible 
students, who are citizens of developing countries and current IAEE members (the student can be registered as full-time 
student in programs of study anywhere in the world), to attend either the 3rd ELAEE conference in Buenos Aires, Argen-
tina, April 18-19, 2011, the 4th NAEE/IAEE International Conference in Abuja, Nigeria, April 25-26, 2011, the 34th IAEE 
International Conference in Stockholm, Sweden, June 19-23, 2011 or the 30th USAEE/IAEE North American Conference in 
Washington, DC, October 9-12, 2011.  

Application deadlines for these conferences are as follows:  Buenos Aires Conference – application cut-off date, January 
24, 2011; Abuja Conference – application cut-off date, January 31, 2011; Stockholm Conference – application cut-off date, 
March 28, 2011; Washington Conference – application cut-off date, July 18, 2011.  

Please submit the following information electronically to iaee@iaee.org to have your request for support considered.  
Make the subject line of your email read “Application to OFID/IAEE Support Fund (mention the conference you wish to 
attend).”
Full name, mailing address, phone/fax/email, country of origin and educational degree pursuing.  
• A letter stating you are a full-time graduate/college student, a brief description of your coursework and energy inter-
ests, and the professional benefit you anticipate from attending the conference.  The letter should also provide the name and 
contact information of your main faculty supervisor or your department chair, and should include a copy of your student 
identification card.
• A letter from your academic faculty, preferably your faculty supervisor, recommending you for this support and high-
lighting some of your academic research and achievements, and your academic progress. 
• A cost estimate of your travel/lodging expenses to participate in one of the above conferences.

Please note that students may apply for this support at only one of the above conferences.  Multiple requests will not 
be considered.    Further note that you must be a student member of IAEE to be considered for this support.  Membership 
information can be found by visiting https://www.iaee.org/en/membership/application.aspx 

Applicants will be notified whether their application has been approved approximately 14 days past the application cut-
off date above.  After the applicant has received IAEE approval, it will be their responsibility to make their own travel (air/
ground, etc.) and hotel accommodations, etc. to participate in the conference.  Reimbursement up to $1500.00 will be made 
upon receipt of itemized expenses. The cash stipend can only be used to cover transportation and lodging expenses.  No 
other expenses will be covered.

For further information regarding the IAEE support fund for students from developing countries to participate in our 
conferences in 2011, please do not hesitate to contact David Williams at 216-464-5365 or via e-mail at:  iaee@iaee.org


